
4. The entrance times for Kamar Battlefield have changed. 

Instance Entry Times 

Kamar Battlefield Daily 9 PM – 11 PM 

 

5. Increased Abyss Points received from Kamar Battlefield. 

6. Some instance dungeon monsters have been adjusted as follows. 

Instance Change 

Nochsana Training Camp Indratu Fortress 

Adjusted Monster Stats 
Aetherogenetics Lab Udas Temple 

Alquimia Research Center Lower Udas Temple 

Azoturan Fortress - 

Fire Temple Theobomos Lab Adjusted Monster Stats, 

Placement, and Population 

Steel Rake Adma Stronghold 

 

7. The results window for instances where rewards are given according to points / time / win and loss 

has been adjusted. 

- Items that are not given will no longer appear. 

- The changes apply to the following instances. 

 

Instances 

Danuar Mysticarium Legion’s Danuar Mysticarium 

Idgel Research Center Legion’s Idgel Research Center 

Void Cube Legion’s Void Cube 

Eternal Bastion Kamar Battlefield 

Engulfed Ophidan Bridge - 

 



8. Fixed the problem with characters resurrecting on the standard servers after dying on the Fast-Track 

Server. 

9. Fixed the problem where attacking some NPC’s in Aturam Sky Fortress would prevent further play. 

10. A system message will now be displayed when relevant NPC’s disappear in Idgel Research Center 

and Legion’s Idgel Research Center. 

11. Points can now be obtained from the winning faction when hunting certain monsters in Kamar 

Battlefield. 

12. Some of Modor’s fighting patterns in Danuar Reliquary have been adjusted. 

13. Some of the monsters’ fighting patterns in Sauro Supply Base have been adjusted. 

14. Fixed a problem where characters transformed into a Guardian General could transfer to the 

Instance Server. 

15. Corrected some skill effects of Governor Pashid and other NPC’s in the Eternal Bastion. 

16. The scoring system of the Eternal Bastion has been modified. 

- Protect the commander for 30 minutes and receive rewards according to the rank. 

17. XP gained from monsters in the Eternal Bastion has been decreased. 

18. Some individual scores in the Eternal Bastion have been adjusted. 

19. The Suspicious Pot in Idgel Research Center and Legion’s Idgel Research Center can no longer be 

distinguished in an unintended way. 

20. Adjusted fighting patterns of Sheba in Saruo Supply Base. 

21. Decreased stats for Sheba and Ahuradim in Sauro Supply Base. 

22. In Danuar Sanctuary, the boss will now disappear slightly later. 

23. Decreased the number of monsters in Danuar Sanctuary’s Catacombs, as well as their HP. 

24. The battery ram key in Danuar Sanctuary can now be used repeatedly for 3 minutes. 

25. Fixed a bug where the boss in Danuar Sanctuary could be reached in an unintended manner. 

26. The Beritra’s Army Supplies box that can be obtained in Idgel Research Center, Legion’s Idgel 

Research Center, Void Cube, and Legion’s Void Cube can now be received by all group members. Its 

individual reward rates have also been adjusted. 

27. Fixed an issue with shared item cooldown times in Idgel Research Center, Legion’s Idgel Research 

Center, Void Cube, and Legion’s Void Cube. 



28. Fixed an issue where the Stone Jar and Ancient Danuar Coffin would not disappear from the radar in 

Danuar Sanctuary. 

29. Greatly increased the drop rate of the Weapon Shard in Sauro Supply Base. 

30. Ceramium Medals and Fragmented Ceramium can now be obtained from the Sanctuary Treasure 

Crate from Danuar Sanctuary. 

31. In Danuar Sanctuary, Chief Medic Tagnu now drops the Weapon Shard item. 

32. Changed some monster skills in Idgel Research Center. 

33. Fixed bugs involving Modor and Modor’s copies in Danuar Reliquary. 

34. Fixed a problem with objects not disappearing correctly in Danuar Reliquary. 

35. Fixed a problem where characters dying in instances automatically consumed revival stones. 

36. Characters dying in Nochsana Training Camp will respawn at the instance starting point.  

37. Lowered stats of some monsters in the Eternal Bastion. 

38. Fixed bugs related to the Retributive Effigy in Idgel Research Center not functioning properly. 

39. The waiting time in the Eternal Bastion has been changed to 3 minutes. 

40. Decreased stats for Governor Pashid in the Eternal Bastion. 

41. The Sturdy Boulder in Danuar Sanctuary can now be removed in fewer hits. 

42. Modified fighting patterns of Purifying Sweetsteppe in Idgel Research Center. 

43. Fixed a bug with the Plaza Flame Thrower’s points appearing incorrectly in the Arena of Chaos. 

44. Modified locations of monsters and lowered rank requirements in Danuar Mysticarium and Legion’s 

Danuar Mysticarium. 

45. Fixed a problem with skill items appearing in the cube after leaving Kromede’s Trial. 

46. The acquisition and loss of points in the Eternal Bastion have been modified to be easier. 

47. Exits that appear after completing Infinity Shard and Danuar Reliquary have been modified. 

48. Corrected the appearance of Tamer Anikiki in Steel Rake Cabin. 

 

 



Skills 

1. New skills have been added for existing classes. 

- They can be purchased from the preceptors in the capital cities. 

Class Level Skill Name Skill Description 

Gladiator 65 Mocking Blast I Grants a sharp increase in enmity and deals damage. 

Templar 65 Grasping Winds I 
Requires flight. Deals physical damage to an enemy and 

hooks them, dragging them towards you. 

Assassin 

65 Sadistic Blade I 

Requires flight. Inflicts physical damage on a target, 

dealing bonus damage if the target is stunned. Chain skill 

level 2: Throw Dagger -> Sadistic Blade 

63 Chain Evasion II 
Evade an attack to increase your chances of evading even 

more. 

Ranger 65 Dizzying Arrow I 
Fires a projectile that inflicts physical damage and lowers 

your target's parry, evasion, and block. 

Sorcerer 

65 Conflagration I 
Inflicts magical fire damage on a target. Chain skill level 3: 

Blaze -> Conflagration 

63 Refracting Shard II 
Inflicts magical water damage on a target and restores a 

certain percentage of the inflicted damage as MP. 

Spiritmaster 

65 Stone-Scour I 
A charging skill that inflicts magical earth damage on a 

target. 

63 Backdraft II 
Inflicts magical fire damage on a target and absorbs a 

certain percentage of inflicted damage as HP. 

Chanter 65 Heaving Strike I 

Inflicts physical damage to a target. Chain skill level 4: 

Crashing Strike -> Heaving Strike. 

 

Cleric 65 Traumatic Blow I 
Inflicts physical damage and increases the casting time of 

a target for a set period of time. 

Gunslinger 65 Turbulence 
Requires Flight. Blasts an enemy with wind damage and 

decreases their flight speed for a short duration. 



19 Manifest Wall 
Create a shield that blocks attacks until a certain amount 

of damage is inflicted. 

Songweaver 65 Song of Celerity I 
Increases your attack speed by a set percentage for a 

certain period of time. 

 

2. Some class skills have been adjusted. 

 Class Skill Name Change 

Gladiator Magical Defense I 
Magic suppression buff has been increased from 300 

to 500. 

Templar Punishing Thrust I Increased damage inflicted to the target. 

Ranger 
Venomfinder Shot I 

Adjusted to 3-stage charge skill and increased damage 

dealt. 

Storm Mine Increased damage when the mine explodes.  

Chanter Leaping Flash I 
Expanded the damage range to 6m when the skill is 

fully charged. 

Cleric 
Summon Holy Servant I - 

V 

Increased the effectiveness of the Holy Servant’s 

attack.  

Songweaver 

Bright Stroke I - IV Decreased the MP usage for the skill.  

Resonant Melody I - IV Removed MP usage for the skill. 

Resonant Hymn I - VII 
Increased MP regeneration and increased range of the 

third stage from 4m to 10m. 

 

3. Some Songweaver skills have been adjusted. 

- Delays and motion speeds have been adjusted to be faster. 

Motion Speed Increased Delay Decreased 

Harpist's Pod Captivate 

Harpist's Herd Freestyle 

Dance Off Moonlight Lament 

Freestyle Composer's Bar 

Song of Earth Half-Stop 

Thronesong Stinging Note 

Sonic Splash Fluttered Note 

Pulse Syncopated Echo 



Syncopated Echo Paean of Pain 

Sonic Gust Staggered Rest 

Fluttered Note  

Half-Stop  

Minstrel's Flair  

Symphony of Destruction  

Captivate  

Composer's Bar  

Treble Cleave  

Soothing Hymn  

Fiery Descant  

 

4. Changed the required Seeds of Transformation for Transformation: Guardian General skills. 

5. Corrected the delay that occurs when using a skill on a target during flight. 

6. Fixed a bug where the Assassin’s Venomous Strike skill wouldn’t deal damage while Massacre was 

applied. 

7. Fixed a bug where the Chanter’s lower level skills were applied while Recovery Spell is in effect. 

8. Fixed an issue with the Spiritmaster’s Command: Bodyguard I skill not functioning properly. 

9. Magic resistance information has been added to the tooltip for the Songweaver’s Freestyle skill. 

10. Food, drinks, scrolls, and candy items will no longer affect your status when using DP hiding skills or 

being in advanced hide mode. 

- Does not affect Hide I. 

11. Fixed a problem with Sorcerer skills not appearing in the skills window. 

12. Fixed a bug where HP/MP recovery effects of potions and skills functioned incorrectly when 

reconnecting. 

13. Fixed a bug where the Greater Healing Potion’s effect would disappear suddenly. 

14. Temporary enchantments for equipped items will no longer be consumed when a spell is started but 

not completed. 



15. Evasion and defense effects of some skills have increased. 

- Focused Evasion I, Aethertwisting I, Spelldodging I, Nature's Resolve I, Bulletproof I, Illusion I, Contract 

of Resistance I 

- Some skills that couldn’t be dodged or blocked now can be. 

16. Fixed a bug with skills not resetting after reconnection. 

17. Fixed a bug where group members could not be summoned using the Spiritmaster’s Summon Group 

Member I skill in the Abyss. 

- The skill cannot be used in the Miren Fortress, Kysis Fortress, and Krotan Fortress regions of the upper 

Abyss. 

18. Fixed a bug where the Assassin’s Apply Poison skill would not weaken conditioning and Idian effects. 

19. The Spiritmaster’s spirit summoning skills can now be used while flying. 

 20. Various skills have been adjusted. 

- The cooldown of the Gladiator’s Strengthen Wings I skill has changed to 3 minutes. 

- The magical accuracy of the Templar’s Punishing Wave V skill has been increased. 

- The magical accuracy of the Assassin’s Pain Rune skill has been increased. 

- The magical accuracy of the Gunslinger’s Freeze Cannon (stage 3) skill has been increased. 

- The magical accuracy of the Songweaver’s Dance Off and Freestyle skills has been increased. 

- The magical accuracy of the Cleric’s Root I skill has been increased. 

- The magical accuracy of the Sorcerer’s Sleep I and Curse of Roots I skills has been increased. 

- The magical accuracy boost of the Chanter’s Magic Mantra IV and V skill has been increased to 50 and 

60 points respectively. 

Abyss 

1. Krotan, Miren, and Kysis Fortresses in the upper Abyss have been updated to level 65 standards. 

- NPC levels have changed from 50 to 65. 

- The Guardian General that appears when a fortress is vulnerable has changed from level 50 to 65. 

- General Goods merchants, legion exclusive NPC’s, and other NPC’s have been added to the fortresses. 



- When the fortress is vulnerable, some siege weapons no longer appear and a defense turret has been 

added. 

- The defense turret that appears when the fortress is vulnerable can only be used by members of the 

conquering legion. Special items are needed for their use. 

- Rewards received after successfully attacking or defending in a siege have been raised. 

Fortress 

Hero Decoration Medal Elite Soldier Veteran Soldier 

Players Reward Players Reward Players Reward Players Reward 

Krotan 

Kysis 

Miren 

12 

3 

Ceramium 

Medals 

40 

2 

Ceramium 

Medals 

40 

1 

Ceramium 

Medal 

100 
2 Mithril 

Medals 

 

- When a legion successfully defends a fortress, Brigade General rewards have been increased. 

2. Artifacts in the inner upper Abyss have been updated to level 65. 

- NPC’s guarding the artifact have changed from level 50 to 65. 

- The names and effects of some artifacts has changed. 

- Changed the item needed to activate the artifact.  

3. Added a new artifact base to the inner upper Abyss. 

- You must defeat the guardian in order to occupy the artifact base. 

- Guard NPC’s and consumable merchants appear in the artifact base. 

- After the base is occupied, an activation stone can be used to employ the artifact’s skills. 

- When the artifact is occupied, mountable cannons and defense towers will appear during nearby 

fortress sieges. 



 

4. The maximum number of participants who can receive rewards from Balaur and Katalam / Danaria 

sieges have been changed to 180 and 200 respectively. 

5. Decreased the chance that a Dredgion will appear during Reshanta Fortress vulnerabilities. 

6. Abyss siege times have changed. 

- Divine Fortress in the core of the Abyss now becomes vulnerable at 12 AM on Saturday night. 

- Upper and Lower Abyss forts become vulnerable at the following times. 

Upper / Lower Abyss Siege Times 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

4 

PM 

Sulfur 

Asteria 

Roah 

Siel’s Forts 
Krotan 

Kysis 

Krotan 

Miren 

Roah 

Asteria 

Lower Abyss 

Krotan 

Kysis 

Miren 

11  

PM 

Krotan 

Miren 

Kysis 

Miren 

Sulfur 

Asteria 

Roah 

Siel’s Forts 

Krotan 

Miren 

Kysis 

Roah 

Asteria 

Lower Abyss 

 

7. The effects that appear when artifacts in the inner Upper abyss are activated have changed. 

 

 

 



Glory Points 

1. The Glory Points system has been added. 

- Glory Points are new content that will be used in conjunction with Abyss Points. 

- A certain number of Glory Points must be reached in order to advance to 1-Star Officer and above 

ranks. 

- For Rank 1 Soldier and below ranks, the current Abyss Point ranking system will continue to apply.  

- The ranks are calculated every day at 12 PM. At that time, 1-Star Officer and above players are 

deducted set Glory Points according to rank. However, no Glory Points are lost when killed by monsters 

or other players. 

- An initial calculation at the 4.5 update provides Glory Points based on a character’s ranking and the 

Abyss Points in their possession. Relics are excluded from this calculation and the Abyss Points are kept. 

- Characters below level 50 or possessing less than 30,000 Abyss Points are excluded from this 

calculation. 

- Brigade Generals of legions occupying certain fortresses can retain fortress Glory Points. These points 

disappear if the legion fails to successfully defend the fortress. 

- When a fortress siege is successful, deputies and above acquire some additional Glory Points. 

- Glory Points are only used to calculate rank. Abyss items are still purchased using Abyss Points as 

before. 

- Glory Points can be acquired through fortress battles, defeating Hyperion, quests, and instance 

dungeons. Even after failing to defend or conquer a fortress, some Glory Points are acquired according 

to contribution. 

Instance Dungeon List 

Kamar Battlefield Iron Wall Warfront Engulfed Ophidan Brdige 

Infinity Shard Arena of Glory (Level 61 - 65) 

 

 

 

 


